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ABSTRACT
It has been proposed that complex populations, such as those that arise in genomics studies, may exhibit
dependencies among observations as well as among variables. This gives rise to the challenging problem
of analyzing unreplicated high-dimensional data with unknownmean and dependence structures. Matrix-
variate approaches that impose various forms of (inverse) covariance sparsity allow !exible dependence
structures to be estimated, but cannot directly be applied when the mean and covariance matrices are
estimated jointly. We present a practical method utilizing generalized least squares and penalized (inverse)
covariance estimation to address this challenge. We establish consistency and obtain rates of convergence
for estimating the mean parameters and covariance matrices. The advantages of our approaches are:
(i) dependence graphs and covariance structures can be estimated in the presence of unknown mean
structure, (ii) themean structure becomesmore e"ciently estimatedwhen accounting for the dependence
structure among observations; and (iii) inferences about themean parameters become correctly calibrated.
We use simulation studies and analysis of genomic data from a twin study of ulcerative colitis to illustrate
the statistical convergence and the performance of our methods in practical settings. Several lines of
evidence show that the test statistics for di#erential gene expression produced by our methods are
correctly calibrated and improve power over conventional methods. Supplementary materials for this
article are available online.

!. Introduction

Understanding how changes in gene expression are related to
changes in biological state is one of the fundamental tasks in
genomics research, and is a prototypical example of “large-scale
inference” (Efron 2010). While some genomics datasets have
within-subject replicates or other known clustering factors that
could lead to dependence among observations, most are viewed
as population cross-sections or convenience samples, and are
usually analyzed by taking observations (biological samples) to
be statistically independent of each other. Countering this con-
ventional view, Efron (2009) proposed that there may be unan-
ticipated correlations between samples even when the study
design would not suggest it. To identify and adjust for unan-
ticipated sample-wise correlations, Efron (2009) proposed an
empirical Bayes approach utilizing the sample moments of the
data. In particular, sample-wise correlationsmay lead to in!ated
evidence for mean di"erences, and could be one explanation for
the claimed lack of reproducibility in genomics research (Leek
et al. 2010; Allen and Tibshirani 2012; Sugden et al. 2013).

A persistent problem in genomics research is that test
statistics for mean parameters (e.g., t-statistics for two-group
comparisons) often appear to be incorrectly calibrated (Efron
2005; Allen and Tibshirani 2012).When this happens, for exam-
ple, when test statistics are uniformly overdispersed relative to
their intended reference distribution, this is usually taken to be
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an indication of miscalibration, rather than re!ecting a nearly
global pattern of di"erential e"ects (Efron 2007). Adjustments
such as genomic control (Devlin and Roeder 1999) can be used
to account for this; a related approach is that of Allen andTibshi-
rani (2012). In this work, we address unanticipated sample-wise
dependence, which can exhibit a strong e"ect on statistical
inference. We propose a new method to jointly estimate the
mean and covariance with a single instance of the data matrix,
as is common in genetics. The basic idea of our approach is to
alternate for a #xed number of steps between mean and covari-
ance estimation. We exploit recent developments in two-way
covariance estimation for matrix-variate data (Zhou 2014). We
crucially combine the classical idea of generalized least squares
(GLS) (Aitken 1936) with thresholding for model selection
and estimation of the mean parameter vector. Finally, we use
Wald-type statistics to conduct inference. We motivate this
approach using di"erential expression analysis in a genomics
context, but the method is broadly applicable to matrix-variate
data having unknown mean and covariance structures, with
or without replications. We illustrate, using theory and data
examples, including a genomic study of ulcerative colitis, that
estimating and accounting for the sample-wise dependence
can systematically improve the calibration of test statistics,
therefore reducing or eliminating the need for certain post-hoc
adjustments.
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With regard to variable selection, another major challenge
we face is that variables (e.g., genes or mRNA transcripts) have
a complex dependency structure that exists together with any
dependencies among observations. As pointed out by Efron
(2009) and others, the presence of correlations among the sam-
ples makes it more di$cult to estimate correlations among vari-
ables, and vice versa. A second major challenge is that due to
dependence among both observations and variables, there is no
independent replication in the data, that is, we have a single
matrix to conduct covariance estimation along both axes. This
challenge was addressed by Zhou (2014) when the mean struc-
ture is taken to be zero. A third major challenge that is unique
to our framework is that covariance structures can only be esti-
mated after removing the mean structure, a fact that is generally
not considered in most work on high-dimensional covariance
and graph estimation, where the population mean is taken to be
zero. We elaborate on this challenge next.

!.!. Our Approach and Contributions

Two obvious approaches for removing the mean structure in
our setting are to globally center each column of the data matrix
(containing the data for one variable), or to center each column
separately within each group of sample points to be compared
(subsequently referred to as “group centering”). Globally cen-
tering each column, by ignoring the mean structure, may result
in an estimated covariance matrix that is not consistent. Group
centering all genes, by contrast, leads to consistent covariance
estimation, as shown in Theorem 3 with regard to Algorithm 1.
However, group centering all genes introduces extraneous noise
when the true vector of mean di"erences is sparse. We #nd that
there is a complex interplay between the mean and covariance
estimation tasks, such that overly !exible modeling of the mean
structure can introduce large systematic errors in the mean
structure estimation. To mitigate this e"ect, we aim to center
the data using a model selection strategy. More speci#cally,
we adopt a model selection centering approach in which only
mean parameters having a su$ciently large e"ect size (relative
to the dimension of the data) are targeted for removal. This
re#ned approach has theoretical guarantees and performs well
in simulations. The estimated covariance matrix can be used in
uncertainty assessment and formal testing of mean parameters,
thereby improving calibration of the inference.

In Section 2, we de#ne the two group mean model, which is
commonly used in the genomics literature, and introduce the
GLS algorithm in this context. We bound the statistical error
for estimating each column of the mean matrix using the GLS
procedure so long as each column of X shares the same covari-
ance matrix B, for which we have a close approximation. It is
commonly known that genes are correlated, so correlations exist
across columns as well as rows of the data matrix. In particu-
lar, in Theorem 1 in Section 3.1, we establish consistency for the
GLS estimator given a deterministic pB which is close to B in the
operator norm, and present the rate of convergence for mean
estimation for data generated according to a subgaussian model
to be de#ned in De#nition 2.1. Moreover, we do not impose a
separable covariance model in the sense of (1).

What distinguishes our model from those commonly used
in the genomics literature is that we do not require that indi-
viduals are independent. Our approach to covariance modeling

builds on the Gemini method (Zhou 2014), which is designed
to estimate a separable covariance matrix for data with two-way
dependencies. For matrices A P Rmˆm and B P Rnˆn, the Kro-
necker product A b B P Rmnˆnm is the block matrix for which
the pi, jqth block is ai jB, for i, j P t1, . . . ,mu. We say that an
n ˆ m random matrix X follows a matrix variate distribution
with meanM P Rnˆm and a separable covariance matrix

Xnˆm „ Ln,mpM,Amˆm b Bnˆnq, (1)

if vectX u has mean vectM u and covariance! “ A b B. Here,
vectX u is formed by stacking the columns of X into a vector in
Rmn. For the mean matrix M, we focus on the two-group set-
ting to be de#ned in (4). Intuitively, A describes the covariance
between columnswhileBdescribes the covariance between rows
of X . Even with perfect knowledge ofM, we can only estimate A
and B up to a scaling factor, asA" b 1

"
B “ A b B for any " ! 0,

and hence this will be our goal and preciselywhatwemeanwhen
we saywe are interested in estimating covariancesA andB. How-
ever, this lack of identi#ability does not a"ect the GLS estimate,
because the GLS estimate is invariant to rescaling the estimate
of B´1.

!.". RelatedWork

Efron (2009) introduced an approach for inference on mean
di"erences in data with two-way dependence. His approach
uses empirical Bayes ideas and tools from large-scale inference,
and also explores how challenging the problem of conducting
inference on mean parameters is when there are uncharac-
terized dependences among samples. We combine GLS and
variable selection with matrix-variate techniques. Allen and
Tibshirani (2012) also consider this question and develop a dif-
ferent approach that uses ordinary least squares (OLS) through
the iterations, #rst decorrelating the residuals and then using
OLS techniques again on this adjusted dataset. The confounder
adjustment literature in genomics, including Sun, Zhang, and
Owen (2012) andWang et al. (2017), can also be used to perform
large-scale mean comparisons in similar settings that include
similarity structures among observations. These methods use
the same general matrix decomposition framework, where the
mean and noise are separated. They exploit low-rank structure
in the mean matrix, as well as using sparse approximation of
OLS estimates, for example where thresholding. Our model
introduces row-wise dependence through matrix-variate noise,
while the confounder adjustment literature instead assumes that
a small number of latent factors also a"ect the mean expression,
resulting in additional low-rank structure in the mean matrix.
Web Supplement Section J contains detailed comparisons
between our approach and these alternative methods.

Our inference procedures are based on Z-scores and associ-
ated FDR values for mean comparisons of individual variables.
While we account for sample-wise correlations, gene–gene cor-
relations remain, which we regard as a nuisance parameter. Our
estimated correlation matrix among the genes can be used in
future work in combination with the line of work that addresses
FDR in the presence of gene correlations. This relies on earlier
work for false discovery rate estimation using correlated data,
including Owen (2005), Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001), Cai,
Jessie Jeng, and Jin (2011), Li and Zhong (2014), Benjamini
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and Hochberg (1995), and Storey (2003). Taking a di"erent
approach, Hall and Jin (2010) develop the innovated higher
criticism test statistics to detect di"erences in means in the
presence of correlations between genes. Our estimated gene–
gene correlation matrix can be used in combination with this
approach; we leave this as future work. Another line of relevant
research has focused on hypothesis testing of high-dimensional
means, exploiting assumed sparsity of e"ects, and developing
theoretical results using techniques fromhigh-dimensional esti-
mation theory. Work of this type includes Cai and Xia (2014),
Chen, Li, and Zhong (2014), Bai and Saranadasa (1996), and
Chen and Qin (2010). Ho" (2011) adopts a Bayesian approach,
using a model that is a generalization of the matrix-variate
normal distribution.

Our method builds on the Gemini estimator introduced
by Zhou (2014), which estimates covariance matrices when
both rows and columns of the data matrix are dependent. In
the setting where correlations exist along only one axis of the
array, researchers have proposed various covariance estimators
and studied their theoretical and numerical properties (Baner-
jee, Ghaoui, and d’Aspremont 2008; Fan, Feng, and Wu 2009;
Friedman, Hastie, and Tibshirani 2008; Lam and Fan 2009;
Meinshausen and Bühlmann 2006; Peng et al. 2009; Ravikumar
et al. 2011; Rothman et al. 2008; Yuan and Lin 2007; Zhou, Laf-
ferty, and Wasserman 2010). Although we focus on the setting
of Kronecker products, or separable covariance structures, Cai
et al. (2016) proposed a covariance estimator for a model with
several populations, each of whichmay have a di"erent variable-
wise covariance matrix. Our methods can be generalized to
this setting. Tan and Witten (2014) use a similar matrix-
variate datasetting as in (1), but perform biclustering instead of
considering a regression problem with a known design matrix.

!.#. Notation andOrganization

Before we conclude this section, we introduce the notation
needed for the technical sections. Let e1, . . . , ep be the canon-
ical basis of Rp. For a matrix A “ pai jq1!i, j!m, let |A| denote
the determinant and trpAq be the trace of A. Let }A}max “
maxi, j |ai j| denote the entry-wise max norm. Let }A}1 “
max j

!m
i“1 |ai j| denote thematrix #1 norm. The Frobenius norm

is given by }A}2F “ !
i
!

j a2i j. Let $ipAq denote the ith largest
eigenvalue of A, with $maxpAq and $minpAq denoting the largest
and smallest eigenvalues, respectively. Let %pAq be the condition
number for matrix A. Let |A|1,o! “ !

i‰ j |ai j| denote the sum
of the absolute values of the o"-diagonal entries and let |A|0,o!
denote the number of nonzero o"-diagonal entries. Let amax “
maxi aii. Denote by rpAq the stable rank }A}2F{}A}22. We write
diagpAq for a diagonal matrix with the same diagonal as A. Let
I be the identity matrix. We let C,C1, c, c1, . . . be positive con-
stants whichmay change from line to line. For two numbers a, b,
a ^ b :“ minpa, bq and a _ b :“ maxpa, bq. Let paq` :“ a _ 0.
For sequences tanu, tbnu, we write an “ Opbnq if |an| " C|bn|
for some positive absolute constant C which is independent of
n and m or sparsity parameters, and write an — bn if c|an| "
|bn| " C|an|. We write an “ &pbnq if |an| # C|bn| for some pos-
itive absolute constant C which is independent of n and m or
sparsity parameters. We write an “ opbnq if limnÑ8 an{bn “ 0.

For random variables X and Y , let X „ Y denote that X and Y
follow the same distribution.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present our matrix-variate modeling framework
and methods on joint mean and covariance estimation. In
particular, we propose two algorithms for testing mean di"er-
ences based on two centering strategies. In Section 3, we present
convergence rates for these methods. In Theorems 3 and 4,
we provide joint rates of convergence for mean and covariance
estimation using Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. We also
emphasize the importance of the design e"ect (see Equation
(15)) in testing and present theoretical results for estimating
this quantity in Corollary 2 and Corollary 5. In Section 4,
we demonstrate through simulations that our algorithms can
outperform OLS estimators in terms of accuracy and variable
selection consistency. In Section 5, we analyze a gene expression
dataset, and show that ourmethod corrects test statistic overdis-
persion that is clearly present when using sample-mean-based
methods (see Section 4.2). We conclude in Section 6. We place
all technical proofs and additional simulation and data analysis
results in the Web Supplement, which is organized as follows.
Sections A and B contain additional simulation and data anal-
ysis results. Section C contains some preliminary results and
notation. In Section D, we prove Theorem 1. In Sections E and
F, we prove Theorem 3. In Section G, we derive entry-wise rates
of convergence for the sample covariance matrices. In Sections
H and I, we prove Theorem 4 and its auxiliary results. In Section
J, we provide additional comparisons between our method and
some related methods on both simulated and real data.

". Models andMethods

In this section, we present ourmodel andmethod for jointmean
and covariance estimation. Our results apply to subgaussian
data. Before we present the model, we de#ne subgaussian ran-
dom vectors and the'2 norm. The'2 condition on a scalar ran-
dom variableV is equivalent to the subgaussian tail decay ofV ,
whichmeans Pp|V | ! tq " 2 expp´t2{c2q, for all t ! 0. For a
vector y “ py1, . . . , ypq P Rp, denote by }y}2 “

b!p
i“1 y2i .

De!nition 2.1. Let Y be a random vector in Rp. (a) Y is called
isotropic if for every y P Rp,Er|xY, yy|2s “ }y}22. (b)Y is'2 with
a constant ( if for every y P Rp,

}xY, yy}'2 :“ inftt : ErexppxY, yy2{t2qs " 2u " (}y}2.

Our goal is to estimate the group mean vectors )p1q,)p2q,
the vector of mean di"erences between two groups
* “ )p1q ´ )p2q P Rm, the row-wise covariance matrix
B P Rnˆn, and the column-wise covariance matrix A P Rmˆm.
In our motivating genomics applications, the people by people
covariance matrix B is often incorrectly anticipated to have a
simple known structure, for example, B is taken to be diagonal if
observations are assumed to be uncorrelated. However, we show
by example in Section 5 that departures from the anticipated
diagonal structure may occur, corroborating earlier claims of
this type by Efron (2009) and others. Motivated by this example,
we de#ne the two-group mean model and the GLS algorithm,
which takes advantage of the covariance matrix B.
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The model. Our model for the matrix-variate data X can be
expressed as a mean matrix plus a noise term,

X “ M ` +, (2)

where columns (and rows) of + are sub-Gaussian. Let u, v, P Rn

be de#ned as

u “ p1, . . . , 1looomooon
n1

, 0, . . . , 0looomooon
n2

q P Rn and

v “ p0, . . . , 0looomooon
n1

, 1, . . . , 1looomooon
n2

q P Rn. (3)

Let 1n P Rn denote a vector of ones. For the two-group model,
we take the mean matrix to have the form

M “ D) “
«
1n1)p1qT

1n2)p2qT

"

P Rnˆm, where D “ ru v s P Rnˆ2

(4)
is the design matrix and ) “ p)p1q,)p2qqT P R2ˆm is a matrix
of group means. Let * “ )p1q ´ )p2q P Rm denote the vector of
mean di"erences. Let d0 “ | suppp* q| “ |t j : * j ‰ 0u| denote
the size of the support of * . To estimate the group means, we
use a GLS estimator,

p)ppB´1q :“ pDT pB´1Dq´1DT pB´1X P R2ˆm, (5)

where pB´1 is an estimate of the observation-wise inverse
covariance matrix. Throughout the article, we denote by
p)pB´1q the oracle GLS estimator, since it depends on the
unknown true covariance B. Also, we denote the estimated
vector of mean di"erences as p* ppB´1q “ ,T p)ppB´1q P Rm, where
, “ p1, ´1q P R2.

".!. Matrix-Variate CovarianceModeling

In the previous section, we have not yet explicitly constructed
an estimator of B´1. To address this need, we model the data
matrix X with a matrix-variate distribution having a separable
covariance matrix, namely, the covariance of vectX u follows
a Kronecker product covariance model. When + (2) follows a
matrix-variate normal distribution Nn,mp0,A b Bq, as consid-
ered in Zhou (2014), the support of B´1 encodes conditional
independence relationships between samples, and likewise, the
support ofA´1 encodes conditional independence relationships
among genes. The inverse covariance matrices A´1 and B´1

have the same supports as their respective correlation matrices,
so edges of the dependence graphs are identi#able under the
model Covpvecp+qq “ A b B. When the data is sub-Gaussian,
the method is still valid for obtaining consistent estimators ofA,
B, and their inverses, but the interpretation in terms of condi-
tional independence does not hold in general.

Our results do not assume normally distributed data; we ana-
lyze the subgaussian correspondent of the matrix variate nor-
mal model instead. In the Kronecker product covariance model
we consider in the present work, the noise term has the form
+ “ B1{2ZA1{2 for a mean-zero random matrix Z with inde-
pendent subgaussian entries satisfying 1 “ EZ2

i j "
››Zi j

››
'2

" K.
Clearly, vect + u “ A b B. Here, the matrix A represents the
shared covariance among variables for each sample, while B

represents the covariance among observations which in turn is
shared by all genes.

For identi#ability, and convenience, we de#ne

A˚ “ m
trpAqA and B˚ “ trpAq

m
B, (6)

where the scaling factor is chosen so that A˚ has trace m. For
the rest of the article, A and B refer to A˚ and B˚, as de#ned
in (6). Let SA and SB denote sample covariance matrices to be
speci#ed. Let the corresponding sample correlation matrices be
de#ned as

p-i jpAq “ pSAqi ja
pSAqiipSAq j j

and p-i jpBq “ pSBqi ja
pSBqiipSBq j j

.

(7)
The baseline Gemini estimators (Zhou 2014) are de#ned as fol-
lows, using a pair of penalized estimators for the correlation
matrices .pAq “ pai j{?aiia j jq and .pBq “ pbi j{

a
biib j jq,

pA. “ argmin
A.!0

!
tr

´
p-pAqA´1

.

¯
` log |A. | ` /B|A´1

. |1,o!
)

,(8a)

and

pB. “ argmin
B.!0

!
tr

´
p-pBqB´1

.

¯
` log |B. | ` /A|B´1

. |1,o!
)

,(8b)

where the input are a pair of sample correlation matrices as
de#ned in (7).

Let pM denote the estimator of the mean matrix M in (1).
Denote the centered data matrix and the sample covariance
matrices as

Xcen “ X ´ pM, for pM to be speci#ed in Algorithms 1 and 2,
SB “ XcenXT

cen{m, and SA “ XT
cenXcen{n. (9)

De#ne the diagonal matrices of sample standard deviations as

xW1 “ ?
ndiagpSAq1{2 P Rmˆm, xW2 “ ?

mdiagpSBq1{2 P Rnˆn,

(10)
and {A b B “

´
xW1 pA.xW1

¯
b

´
xW2 pB.xW2

¯
{}Xcen}2F . (11)

".". Group-Based CenteringMethod

We now discuss our #rst method for estimation and inference
with respect to the vector of mean di"erences * “ )p1q ´ )p2q,
for )p1q and )p2q as in (4). Our approach in Algorithm 1 is
to remove all possible mean e"ects by centering each variable
within every group.
Algorithm 1: GLS-Global group centering

Input: X ; and Gp1q,Gp2q: indices of group one and two,
respectively.

Output: pA´1, pB´1, {A b B, p)ppB´1q, p* , Tj for all j

1. Group center the data.LetYi denote the ith rowof the data
matrix. To estimate the group mean vectors )p1q,)p2q P
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Rm: Compute sample mean vectors

r)p1q “ 1
n1

ÿ

iPGp1q
Yi and r)p2q “ 1

n2

ÿ

iPGp2q
Yi;

set p* OLS “ r)p1q ´ r)p2q. (12)

Center the data by

Xcen “ X ´ pM, with pM “
„
1n1 r)p1qT

1n2 r)p2qT

#
.

2. Obtain regularized correlation estimates.
(2a) The centered data matrix used to calculate SA and

SB for Algorithm 1 is Xcen “ pI ´ P2qX , where P2 is
the projection matrix that performs within-group
centering,

P2 “
„
n´1
1 1n11Tn1 0

0 n´1
2 1n21Tn2

#
“ uuT{n1 ` vvT{n2,

(13)
with u and v as de#ned in (3). Compute sample
covariance matrices based on group-centered
data: SA “ 1

nX
T
cenXcen “ 1

nX
T pI ´ P2qX and

SB “ 1
mXcenXT

cen “ 1
m pI ´ P2qXXT pI ´ P2q.

(2b) Compute (7) to obtain penalized correlation matri-
ces pA. and pB. using the Gemini estimators as
de#ned in (8a) and (8b) with tuning parameters to
be de#ned in (23).

3. Rescale the estimated correlationmatrices to obtain penal-
ized covariance

pB´1 “ mxW´1
2

pB.xW´1
2 and

pA´1 “ p}Xcen}2F{mqxW´1
1

pA.xW´1
1 . (14)

4. Estimate the group mean matrix using the GLS estimator
as de#ned in (5).

5. Obtain test statistics. The jth test statistic is de#ned as

Tj “ p* jppB´1q
b
,T pDT pB´1Dq´1,

, with , “ p1, ´1q P R2,

(15)
and p* jppB´1q “ ,T p) jppB´1q, for j “ 1, . . . ,m. Note that
Tj as de#ned in (15) is essentially a Wald test and the
denominator is a plug-in standard error of p* jpB´1q.

".#. Model Selection CenteringMethod

In this section, we present Algorithm 2, which aims to remove
mean e"ects that are strong enough to have an impact on covari-
ance estimation. The strategy here is to use a model selection
step to identify variables with strong mean e"ects.
Algorithm 2: GLS-Model selection centering

Input: X , and Gp1q,Gp2q: indices of group one and two,
respectively.

Output: pA´1, pB´1, {A b B, p)ppB´1q, p* , Tj for all j

1. Run Algorithm 1. Use the group centering method
to obtain initial estimates p* init

j “ p)p1q
j ´ p)p2q

j for all
j “ 1, . . . ,m. Let pB´1

init and pBinit be as obtained in (14).
2. Select genes with large estimated di"erences in means. Let

rJ0 “ t j : |p* init
j | ! 2p0initu denote the set of genes which

we consider as having strong mean e"ects, where

p0init —
˜
log1{2 m?

m
` }pBinit}1

nmin

¸ d
nratio|pB´1

init|0,o!
nmin

`
a

logm}
´
DT pB´1

initD
¯´1

}1{2
2 , (16)

with nmin “ n1 ^ n2, nmax “ n1 _ n2, and nratio “
nmax{nmin.

3. Calculate Gram matrices based on model selection center-
ing. Global centering can be expressed in terms of the
projection matrix P1 “ n´11n1Tn . Compute the centered
data matrix

Xcen, j “
"
Xj ´ P2Xj if j P rJ0
Xj ´ P1Xj if j P rJc0,

where Xcen, j denotes the jth column of the centered data
matrix Xcen. Compute the sample covariance and corre-
lation matrices with Xcen following (9) and (7).

4. Estimate covariances and means.
(4a) Obtain the penalized correlationmatrices pB. and pA.

using Gemini estimators as de#ned in (8a) and (8b)
with tuning parameters of the same order as those in
(23).

(4b) Obtain inverse covariance estimates pB´1, pA´1 using
(14).

(4c) Calculate the GLS estimator p)ppB´1q as in (5), as
well as the vector of mean di"erences p* ppB´1q “
,T p)ppB´1q, for , “ p1, ´1q P R2.

5. Obtain test statistics. Calculate test statistics as in (15),
now using pB´1 as estimated in Step 4.

Remarks. In the case that * is sparse, we show that this
approach can perform better than the approach in Section
2.2, in particular when the sample size is small. We now
consider the expression p0init in (16) as an upper bound on
the threshold in the sense that it is chosen to tightly con-
trol false positives. In Section 4.2 we show in simulations
that with this plug-in estimate p0init, Algorithm 2 can nearly
reach the performance of GLS with the true B. Since this
choice of p0init acts as an order on the threshold we need,
the plug-in method can also be applied with a multiplier
between 0 and 1. When we set p0init at its lower bound, namely,a
logm}pDT pB´1

initDq´1}1{2
2 ,where pB´1

init is obtained as in Step 3
from Algorithm 1, we anticipate many false positives. In
Figure 3, we show that the performance of Algorithm 2 is stable
in the setting of small n and sparse * for di"erent values of
p0init, demonstrating robustness of our methods to the multi-
plier; there we observe that the performance can degrade if
the threshold is set to be too small, eventually reaching the
performance of Algorithm 1.

Second, if an upper bound on the number of di"erentially
expressed genes is known a priori, one can select a set of genes
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qJ0 to group center such that the cardinality |qJ0| is understood to
be chosen as an upper bound on d0 “ | suppp* q| based on prior
knowledge. We select the set qJ0 by ranking the components of
the estimated vector of mean di"erences p* . In the data analysis
in Section 5 we adopt this strategy in an iterativemanner by suc-
cessively halving the number of selected genes, choosing at each
step the genes with largest estimated mean di"erences from the
previous step. We show in this data example and through simu-
lation that the proposed method is robust to the choice of |qJ0|.

Finally, it is worth noting that these algorithms readily gen-
eralize to settings with more than two groups, in which case
we simply group center within each group. This is equivalent
to applying the method with a di"erent design matrixD. In fact,
we canmove beyond group-wise mean comparisons to a regres-
sion analysis with a #xed design matrix D, which includes the
k-group mean analysis as a special case.

#. Theoretical Results

We #rst state Theorem 1, which provides the rate of convergence
of the GLS estimator (5) when we use a #xed approximation of
the covariance matrix B. We then provide in Theorems 3 and
4 the convergence rates for estimating the group mean matrix
) P R2ˆm for Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. In Theorem 3we
state rates of convergence for the Gemini estimators of B´1 and
A´1 when the input sample covariance matrices use the group
centering approach as de#ned inAlgorithm 1, while in Theorem
4, we state only the rate of convergence for estimatingB´1, antic-
ipating that the rate for A´1 can be similarly obtained, using the
model selection centering approach as de#ned in Algorithm 2.

#.!. GLS Under Fixed Covariance Approximation

We now state a theorem on the rate of convergence of the GLS
estimator (5), where we use a #xed approximation B´1

n,m to B´1,
where the operator norm of 1n,m “ B´1

n,m ´ B´1 is small in the
sense of (17). We will specialize Theorem 1 to the case where
B´1 is estimated using the baselinemethod inZhou (2014)when
X follows subgaussian matrix-variate distribution as in (1). We
prove Theorem 1 in Web Supplement Section D.

Theorem 1. Let Z be an n ˆ m randommatrix with independent
entries Zi j satisfying EZi j “ 0, 1 “ EZ2

i j "
››Zi j

››
'2

" K. Let
Z1, . . . ,Zm P Rn be the columns of Z. Suppose the jth column
of the data matrix satis#es Xj „ B1{2Zj. Suppose Bn,m P Rnˆn is
a positive de#nite symmetric matrix. Let 1n,m :“ B´1

n,m ´ B´1.
Suppose

}1n,m}2 $ 1
pnmax{nminq }B}2

,

where nmin “ n1 ^ n2 and nmax “ n1 _ n2. (17)

Then, with probability at least 1 ´ 8{pm _ nq2, for some abso-
lute constantsC,C1,

@ j, } p) jpB´1
n,mq ´ )˚

j }2 ! rn,m :“ sn,m ` tn,m, where
(18)

sn,m “ C
b
logm}B}2{nmin and tn,m “ C1}1n,m}2{n1{2

min;
(19)

and }p* pBn,mq ´ * }8 !
?
2

˜

C

d
logm}B}2

nmin
`C1n´1{2

min }1n,m}2
¸

.

(20)

Remarks. If the operator norm of B is bounded, that is }B}2 $
W , then condition (17) is equivalent to }1n,m}2 $ 1{pWnratioq.
The term tn,m in (19) re!ects the error due to approximatingB´1

with B´1
n,m, whereas sn,m re!ects the error in estimating the mean

matrix (5) using GLS with the true B´1 for the random design
X . The term sn,m is Op

a
logm{nq, whereas tn,m is Op1{?

nq.
The dominating term sn,m in (19) can be replaced by the
tighter bound, namely, s1n,m “ C1 log1{2pmq

a
,T pDTB´1Dq´1,,

with , “ p1, ´1q P R2. This bound correctly drops the factor
of }B}2 present in (19) and (20), while revealing that variation
aligned with the column space of D is especially important in
mean estimation.

Note that the condition (17) is not stringent, and that the
pB estimates used in Algorithms 1 and 2 have much lower
errors than this. When M “ 0 is known, SA and SB can be the
usual Gram matrices, and the theory in Zhou (2014) guaran-
tees that tn,m as de#ned in (19) has rate CA

a
logm{m, with

CA “ ?
m}A}F{ trpAq. However, in our setting, M in general is

nonzero. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we provide two constructions
for SA and SB, which di"er in how the data are centered. These
constructions have a di"erent bound tn,m, as we will discuss in
Theorems 3 and 4.

In Section 4, we present simulation results that demonstrate
the advantage of the oracle GLS and GLS with estimated pB (5)
over the sample-mean-based (OLS) method (c.f. (12) and (32))
for mean estimation as well as the related variable selection
problemwith respect to * . There, we scrutinize this quantity and
its estimation procedure in detail.

Design e"ect.The “design e"ect” is the variance of the “oracle”
GLS estimator (5) of * j using the true B, that is,

,T pDTB´1Dq´1, “ Varpp* jpB´1qq, @ j “ 1, . . . ,m. (21)

The design e"ect re!ects the potential improvement of GLS
over OLS. It appears as a factor above in s1n,m, so it contributes
to the rate of mean parameter estimation as characterized in
Theorem 1. Lower variance in the GLS estimator of the mean
di"erence contributes to greater power of the test statistics rela-
tive to OLS. The design e"ect also appears as a scale factor in the
test statistics for p* (15), and therefore it is particularly important
that the design e"ect is accurately estimated in order for the test
statistics to be properly calibrated. In a study focusing on mean
di"erences, it may be desirable to assess the sample size needed
to detect a given e"ect size using our methodology. Given the
design e"ect, our tests for di"erential expression are essentially
Z-tests based on the GLS #ts, followed by some form of multiple
comparisons adjustment.

Corollary 2. Let & “ pDTB´1Dq´1, p& “ pDT pB´1Dq´1, and
1 “ p&´&. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the relative
error in estimating the design e"ect is bounded as

ˇ̌
ˇ,T p&, ´ ,T&,

ˇ̌
ˇ

,T&,
" 2C1 %pBq }B}2 }1}2

nratio
, (22)
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with probability 1 ´C{pm _ nqd , for some absolute constants
C,C1.

We prove Corollary 2 in Web Supplement Section D.2.
Corollary 2 implies that given an accurate estimator of B´1,
the design e"ect is accurately estimated and therefore suggests
that traditional techniques can be used to gain an approximate
understanding of the power of our methods. We show that B´1

can be accurately estimated under conditions in Theorems 3
and 4. If pilot data are available that are believed to have similar
between-sample correlations to the data planned for collection
in a future study, Corollary 2 also justi#es using this pilot data
to estimate the design e"ect. If no pilot data are available, it is
possible to conduct power analyses based on various plausible
speci#cations for the Bmatrix.

#.". Rates of Convergence for Algorithms ! and "

We state the following assumptions.
(A1) The number of nonzero o"-diagonal entries of A´1 and

B´1 satisfy
ˇ̌
A´1 ˇ̌

0,o! “ opn{ logpm _ nqq pn,m Ñ 8q and
ˇ̌
B´1 ˇ̌

0,o! “ o
`
rm{ logpm _ nqs ^

“
n2min{}B}21

‰˘
pn,m Ñ 8q.

(A2) The eigenvalues ofA andB are bounded away from 0 and
`8.We assume that the stable ranks satisfy rpAq, rpBq #
4 logpm _ nq, where rpAq “ }A}2F { }A}22.

Theorem 3. Suppose that (A1) and (A2) hold. Consider
the data as generated from model (2) with + “ B1{2ZA1{2,
where A P Rmˆm and B P Rnˆn are positive de#nite matrices,
and Z is an n ˆ m random matrix as de#ned in Theorem
1. Let C,C1,C1C2,C2,C3 be some absolute constants. Let
CA “ ?

m}A}F{ trpAq and CB “ ?
n}B}F{ trpBq. (I) Let /A and

/B denote the penalty parameters for (8b) and (8a), respectively.
Suppose

/A # C

˜
CAK

log1{2pm _ nq?
m

` }B}1
nmin

¸
and

/B # C1
˜
CBK

log1{2pm _ nq?
n

` }B}1
nmin

¸
. (23)

Then, with probability at least 1 ´C2{pm _ nq2, for {A b B as
de#ne in (11),

}{A b B ´ A b B}2 " }A}2}B}2,,
}{A b B

´1 ´ A´1 b B´1}2 " }A´1}2}B´1}2,1,

where

,, ,1 “ O
´
/A

a
|B´1|0,o! _ 1 ` /B

a
|A´1|0,o! _ 1

¯
.

Furthermore, with probability at least 1 ´C3{pm _ nq2,

}{A b B ´ A b B}F " }A}F}B}F", (24)

where " “ O
´
/A

a
|B´1|0,o! _ n{?

n

`/B
a

|A´1|0,o! _ m{?
m

¯
. (25)

The same conclusions hold for the inverse estimate, with " being
bounded in the same order as in (25). (II) Let p) be de#ned as
in (5) with pB´1 being de#ned as in (14) and D as in (4). Then,
with probability at least 1 ´C{md the following holds for all j,

}p) jppB´1q ´ )˚
j }2 " C1/A

d
nratio p|B´1|0,o! _ 1q

nmin

`C2
a
logm}pDTB´1Dq´1}1{2

2 . (26)

WeproveTheorem3part I inWeb Supplement SectionE; this
relies on rates of convergence of pB´1 and pA´1 in the operator
and the Frobenius norm, which are established in Lemma S7.
We prove part II in Web Supplement Section E.2.
Remarks. We #nd that the additional complexity of estimating
the mean matrix leads to an additional additive term of order
1{n appearing in the convergence rates for covariance estima-
tion for B and A. In part I of Theorem 3, /A is decomposed into
two terms, one term re!ecting the variance of SB, and one term
re!ecting the bias due to group centering. The variance term
goes to zero as m increases, and the bias term goes to zero as
n increases. To analyze the error in the GLS estimator based on
pB´1, we decompose }p) jppB´1q ´ )˚

j }2 as

} p) jp pB´1q ´ )˚
j }2 ! } p) jp pB´1q ´ p) jpB´1q}2 ` } p) jpB´1q ´ )˚

j }2,

where the #rst term is the error due to not knowing B´1, and
the second term is the error due to not knowing )˚

j . The rate
of convergence given in (26) re!ects this decomposition. For
Algorithm 2, we have analogous rates of convergence for both
mean and covariance estimation. Simulations suggest that the
constants in the rates for Algorithm 2 are smaller than those in
(26).

We state the following assumptions for Theorem 4 to hold on
Algorithm 2.
(A2’) Suppose (A2) holds, and n “

&pplogmqp}A}2 }B}2 bmax{C2
Aqq.

(A3) Let suppp* q “ t j : * j ‰ 0u. Let s “ |suppp* q| denote
the sparsity of * . Assume that s “ Op CA

}B}2 n
b

m
logm q.

Remarks. Condition (A2’) is mild, because the condition on
the stable rank of B already implies that n # logm.

Theorem 4. Suppose that (A1’), (A2’), and (A3) hold. Consider
the data as generated frommodel (4) with + “ B1{2ZA1{2, where
A P Rmˆm and B P Rnˆn are positive-de#nite matrices, and Z is
an n ˆ m randommatrix as de#ned in Theorem3. Let/A denote
the penalty parameter for estimating B. Suppose /A is as de#ned
in (23). Let

0init —
a
logm}pDTB´1Dq´1}1{2

2 . (27)

Then, with probability at least 1 ´C2{pm _ nq2, for output of
Algorithm 2,
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›››tr pAq
` pW2 pB. pW2

˘´1 ´ B´1
›››
2

"
C1/A

b
|B´1|0,o" _ 1

bmin$
2
minp.pBqq , and

(28)
}p) jppB´1q ´ )˚

j }2 " C2
a

logm}pDTB´1Dq´1}1{2
2 , (29)

for all j, for absolute constantsC,C2,C1, andC2.

We prove Theorem 4 in Web Supplement Section H.5. In
Web Supplement Section H.4, we also show a standalone result,
namely TheoremS21, for the case of#xed sets of group and glob-
ally centered genes. This result shows how the algorithm used
in the preliminary step to choose which genes to group center
can be decoupled from the rest of the estimation procedure in
Algorithm 2, so long as certain conditions hold. The proof of
Theorem 4 indeed validates that such conditions hold for the
output of Algorithm 1. It is worth noting that a similar rate of
convergence for estimatingA could also be derived, but we focus
on B in our methodology and applications, and therefore leave
this as an exercise for interested readers.

We specialize Corollary 2 to the case where B´1 is estimated
using Algorithm 2.

Corollary 5. Under the conditions of Theorem 4, we have with
probability 1 ´C{m2

ˇ̌
ˇ,T p&, ´ ,T&,

ˇ̌
ˇ

,T&,
" 2C1 nratio

/minpBq%pBq/A
b

|B´1|0,o" _ 1, (30)

for some absolute constantsC andC1.

Remarks. The right-hand side of (30) goes to zero because of
the assumptions (A1), (A2’), and (A3), which ensure that the
factor /A

a
|B´1|0,o" _ 1 goes to zero. We conduct simulations

to assess the accuracy of estimating the design e"ect in Section
4.2.

$. Simulations

We present simulations to compare Algorithms 1 and 2 to
both sample-mean-based analysis and oracle algorithms that use
knowledge of the true correlation structures A and B. We show
these results for a variety of population structures and sample
sizes. We construct covariance matrices for A and B from one
of: ! AR1p.q model. The covariance matrix is of the form B “

t.|i´ j|ui, j, and the graph corresponding to B´1 is a chain.! Star-Blockmodel. The covariancematrix is block-diagonal
with equal-sized blocks whose inverses correspond to star
structured graphs, where Bii “ 1, for all i. In each sub-
graph, a central hub node connects to all other nodes in the
subgraph, with no additional edges. The covariancematrix
for each block S in B is generated as in Ravikumar et al.
(2011): Si j “ . “ 0.5 if pi, jq P E and Si j “ .2 otherwise.! Erdős–Rényi model. We use the random concentration
matrix model in Zhou, La"erty, and Wasserman (2010).
The graph is generated according to a type of Erdős–Rényi
random graph. Initially we set B´1 “ 0.25Inˆn. Then, we
randomly select d edges and update B´1 as follows: for
each new edge pi, jq, a weightw ! 0 is chosen uniformly at
random from rwmin,wmaxs where wmin “ 0.6 and wmax “

Table !. Assessment of the di*culty of estimating B´$ and the potential gain from
GLS. The total correlation .B is the average squared o+-diagonal value of the cor-
relation matrix .pBq. The fourth column is the design e+ect as defined in (%!). The
last column (sd ratio) presents the ratio of the standard deviation of the di+erence
in sample means in (!%) to the standard deviation of the GLS estimator of the di+er-
ence inmeans. The first three columns of the table reflect the di*culty of estimating
B, whereas the last two columns reflect the potential improvement of GLS over the
sample-mean-based method (!%). In the notation StarBlockpa, bq, a refers to the
number of blocks, and b refers to the block size.

B .%B }B}F{trpBq |.pBq´$|$,o+ sd GLS sd ratio

n “ &'

! AR!(".%) "."" ".!% ,%.(% ".%) !.""
% AR!(".&) "."" ".!, )'.%& ".,, !."%
, AR!(".$) "."! ".!$ !&#.!% ".&" !.")
& AR!(".#) "."& ".%& ,'!.!! ".&$ !.,%
' StarBlock(&, %") "."% ".!# !"!.,, ".,' !.'!
$ ER(".$, ".#) "."! ".!& (%.)' ".!) !.%!

n “ ('

! AR!(".%) "."" ".!$ !$.%' ".,# !."!
% AR!(".&) "."! ".!( ,).!& ".&' !.",
, AR!(".$) ".", ".%, ),.!% ".', !.!%
& AR!(".#) "."# ".,, !),.,, ".', !.&)
' StarBlock(%, %") "."& ".%' '".$) ".'" !.'!
$ ER(".$, ".#) "."% ".%! &).%& ".%' !.%,

0.8; we subtractw fromB´1
i j andB´1

ji , and increaseB
´1
ii and

B´1
j j byw. This keeps B´1 positive de#nite.We then rescale

so that B´1 is an inverse correlation matrix.

$.!. Accuracy of p! and its Implication for Variable Ranking

Table 1 displays metrics that re!ect how the choice of di"er-
ent population structures B can a"ect the di$culty of the mean
and covariance estimation problems. Column 2 is a measure
discussed by Efron (2007). Column 3 appears directly in the
theoretical analysis, re!ecting the entry-wise error in the sam-
ple correlation p-pBq. Columns 4 analogously re!ects the entry-
wise error for the Flip-Flop procedure in Zhou (2014), and is
included here for completeness. Column 5 displays the value
of

a
,T pDTB´1Dq´1,, where , “ p1, ´1q P R2, which repre-

sents the standard deviation of the di"erence inmeans estimated
using GLSwith the true B´1. Column 6 displays what we call the
standard deviation ratio, namely

d
uTBu

,T pDTB´1Dq´1,
, (31)

where u “ p1{n1, . . . , 1{n1looooooomooooooon
n1

, ´1{n2, . . . , ´1{n2loooooooooomoooooooooon
n2

q P Rn and

, “ p1, ´1q P R2, which re!ects the potential e$ciency gain
for GLS over sample-mean-based method (12) for estimating
* . Note that the standard deviation ratio depends on the rela-
tionship between the covariance matrix B and the design matrix
D. In Table 1, the #rst n{2 individuals are in group one, and the
following n{2 are in group two. The values in Column 6 show
that substantial improvement is possible in mean estimation.
For an AR1 covariance matrix, the standard deviation ratio
increases as the AR1 parameter increases; as the correlations get
stronger, the potential improvement in mean estimation due to
GLS grows. For the Star Block model with #xed block size, the
standard deviation ratio is stable as n increases.
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Figure !. ROC curves. For each plot, the horizontal axis is false positive rate (FPR) and the vertical axis is true positive rate (TPR), as we vary a threshold for classifying
variables as null or nonnull. The covariance matrices A and B are both AR! with parameter ".#, withm “ %''' and n “ (', #", and !$" in column one, two, and three,
respectively. Ten variables in * have nonzero entries. On each trial, the group labels are randomly assigned, with equal sample sizes. The marginal variance of each entry
of the data matrix is equal to !. For the first row of plots, the magnitude of each nonzero entry of * is ".%, and for the second and third rows of plots, the magnitude of each
nonzero entry of * is ".,. In the first two rows, we display ROC curves for Algorithms ! and % with penalty parameters chosen to maximize area under the curve. The third
row displays an ROC curve for Algorithm !, sweeping out penalty parameters.

In Figure 1,we useROCcurves to illustrate the sensitivity and
speci#city for variable selection in the sense of how well we can
identify the support for ti : *i ‰ 0u when we threshold p*i at var-
ious values. To evaluate and compare di"erentmethods, we let p*
be the output of Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, the oracle GLS, and
the sample-mean-based method (12). These correspond to the
four curves on each plot of the top two rows of plots.We#nd that
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 perform better than the sample-
mean-based method (12), and in some cases perform compara-
bly to the oracle GLS. Plots in the third row of Figure 1 illustrate
the sensitivity of Algorithm 1 to the choice of the graphical lasso
(GLasso) penalty parameter (23); the simulations are run using
theglassoRpackage (Friedman,Hastie, and Tibshirani 2008)
to estimateB via (8b). The performance can degenerate to that of
the sample-mean-based method (12), if the penalty is too high.

In the top row of Figure 2, we plot the root-mean-squared
error (RMSE) when estimating the mean di"erences * for
Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, OLS (i.e., sample means) and the

oracle GLS estimate. The population structures for B are
Erdős-Rényi and Star Block. Both Algorithms 1 and 2 con-
sistently outperform the sample-mean-based method (12) for
mean estimation, and Algorithm 2 even achieves comparable
performance to the oracle GLS in some settings. The bottom
row displays the relative Frobenius error for estimating B´1.
Algorithm 2 outperforms Algorithm 1 in terms of covariance
estimation and is comparable to oracle model selection, which
only centers the columns with a true mean di"erence.

In Figure 3, we illustrate that Algorithm 2 can perform well
using a plug-in estimator p0init as in (16). We compare the meth-
ods when the true mean structure is a decaying exponential; we
display the correlation of the ranks of the entries of * to the
ranks of the estimates of * . Algorithm 2 with a plugin estima-
tor p0init can nearly reach the performance of GLS with the true
B. Furthermore, the plug-in version of Algorithm 2 also con-
sistently outperforms Algorithm 1. We also assess sensitivity to
the choice of threshold: the curve labeled “Algorithm 2” uses
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Figure ". Performance of centeringmethods as n andm are varied, with n shown on the horizontal axis. In the first column of plots, the number of edges is proportional toa
m{ logpmq. In the second and third columns of plots, the number of edges is proportional tom. In the first two columns of plots, B´$ is an Erdős-Rényi inverse covariance

matrix. In the third column, B´$ is star block with blocks of size !". The first row of plots shows RMSE for estimating * , whereas the second row shows average relative
Frobenius error in estimating B´$ . All panels are based on %'" simulation replications.

Figure #. This figure displays the correlation between the rankings of the components of * and p* , sorted by magnitude, denoted Corr(Ranksp* q, Rankspp* qq in the axis
label. The vector ofmeandi+erences is chosen as* j “ C expp´p){%'''q jq, for j “ $, . . . , %'''.We also present theAlgorithm % resultswith amultiplier on the threshold
as described in Section %.,. In the top row, the true B is AR!(".#), with n “ (' andm “ %'''. In the bottom row, the true B is chosen as an estimate from the UC data, with
n “ %' andm “ %'''. For the top row, the group labels are randomly assigned; for the bottom row, the first ten rows of the data are in group one, and the other ten are
in group two. The figure is averaged over %"" replications. The top and bottom horizontal lines represent GLS with true B and OLS, respectively. The vertical axis displays
the correlation of ranks between p* and * , and the horizontal axis displays the GLasso penalty parameter.
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Figure $. Ratio of estimated design e+ect to true design e+ect when B´$ is Erdős-Rényi, and A is AR!p'.&q. Figures (A) and (B) correspond to sample size n “ &'; (C) and
(D) correspond to n “ ('. Figures (A) and (C) correspond to Algorithm !; Figures (B) and (D) correspond to Algorithm %, with !" columns group centered. These results are
based on dimension parameterm “ %''' and %'" simulation replications.

the plug-in estimate p0init, whereas “Algorithm 2 with threshold
multiplier” uses a plug-in estimate of the lower bound given in
(27) in Theorem 4. These two-plug in estimators exhibit similar
performance, showing robustness of Algorithm 2 to the choice
of the threshold parameter. In real data analysis, we validate this
further. For the top row (AR1), the ratio of thresholds (27) to
(16) is 0.75, and for the bottom row (UC), the ratio is 0.17.

In Web Supplement Section J, we perform additional simu-
lations to compare Algorithm 2 to two similar methods using
ROC curves, namely, the sphering method of Allen and Tibshi-
rani (2012), which uses a matrix-variate model similar to ours,
and the confounder adjustment method of Wang et al. (2017),
which uses a latent factor model. Our simulations show that
Algorithm2 consistently outperforms these competingmethods
in a variety of simulation settings using matrix-variate data.

$.". Inference for theMeanDi%erence p!

Two basic approaches to conducting inference for mean di"er-
ences are paired and unpaired t statistics. The unpaired t statis-
tic is de#ned as follows. Let X “ pXi jq. Then the jth unpaired t
statistic is

Tj “
´

r)p1q
j ´ r)p2q

j

¯
p2´1
j pn´1

1 ` n´1
2 q´1{2, where

p2 2
j “ pn1 ` n2 ´ 2q´1

2ÿ

k“1

ÿ

iPGk

´
Xi j ´ r)pkq

j

¯2
, (32)

where r)pkq
j , k “ 1, 2, and j “ 1, . . . ,m, denotes the sample

mean of group k and variable j as de#ned in (12), and Gk is
the set of indices corresponding to group k. When there is a
natural basis for pairing the observations, and paired units are

anticipated to be positively correlated, we can calculate paired t
statistics. For the paired t statistic, suppose observations i and
i1 “ i ` n{2 are paired, for i P t1, . . . , n{2u. Note that samples
can always be permuted so as to be paired in this way. De#ne the
paired di"erences di j “ Xi j ´ Xi1 j, for i P t1, . . . , n{2u. Then
the paired t statistic is d jpn{2 ´ 1q1{2{p!n{2

i“1pdi j ´ d jq2q1{2,
where d j “ pn{2q´1 !n{2

i“1 di j.
Figure 4 considers estimation of the “design e"ect”

,T pDTB´1Dq´1,, as previously de#ned in (21), with
, “ p1, ´1qT . The importance of this object is discussed
in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The design e"ect is estimated via
,T pDT pB´1Dq´1,, with pB´1 from Algorithm 1 or 2. The GLasso
penalty parameters are chosen as

/A “ fA

˜
CAK

log1{2pm _ nq?
m

` }B}1
nmin

¸
(33)

where we sweep over the factor fA, referred to as the
penalty multiplier. Figure 4 displays boxplots of the ratio
,T pDT pB´1Dq´1,{,T pDTB´1Dq´1, over 250 replications for
each setting of the penaltymultiplier fA. In Figure 4,B´1 follows
the Erdős–Rényi model, andA is AR1p0.8q, withm “ 2000, and
n “ 40 and 80. Figure 4 shows that Algorithm 2 (plots B and D)
estimates the design e"ect to high accuracy and is quite insen-
sitive to the penalty multiplier as long as it is less than 1, as pre-
dicted by the theoretical analysis. Algorithm 1 also estimates the
design e"ect with high accuracy, but with somewhat greater sen-
sitivity to the tuning parameter. The best penalty parameter for
Algorithm 1 is around 0.1, whereas reasonable penalty parame-
ters forAlgorithm2 are in the range 0.01 to 0.1. This is consistent

Figure %. Quantile plots of test statistics. Tengenes havenonzeromeandi+erences equal to %, ".#, and ! in the three plots, respectively. In eachplotA is AR!p'.&q. Covariance
structures for B are as indicated. In the third plot, the true B is set to pB for the ulcerative colitis data, described in Section '. For the first two plots there are n “ (' samples
andm “ %''' variables. For the third plot there are n “ %' samples andm “ %''' variables. Each plot has %'" simulation replications.
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Figure &. Relative Frobenius error in estimating A´$ , as n varies. In each plot the matrix B is AR!p'.&q and A is as indicated. The vertical axis is relative Frobenius error, and
the horizontal axis n{pd logpmqq, where d is themaximum node degree. The GLasso penalty is chosen tominimize the relative Frobenius error. Each point is based on %'"
Monte Carlo replications.

with smaller entrywise error in the sample covariance for model
selection centering than for group centering.

We next compare the results from Algorithm 2 to results
obtained using paired and unpaired t statistics. Figure 5 illus-
trates the calibration and power of plug-in Z-scores, p* j{xSEpp* jq
derived from Algorithm 2 for three population settings.
The standard error is calculated as

b
,T pDT pB´1Dq´1,, with

, “ p1, ´1). In the #rst and second plots, the data was sim-
ulated from AR1p0.8q and Erdős-Rényi, respectively. In the
third plot, the data was simulated from pB for ulcerative colitis
data described in Section 5. To obtain pB, we apply Algorithm
2 to the ulcerative colitis data, using a Glasso penalty of
/ « 0.5rplogpmq{mq ` 3{ns in Step 1, followed by group cen-
tering the top ten genes in Step 2, and using a Glasso penalty of
/ « 0.1rplogpmq{mq ` 3{ns in Step 4. In all casesA is AR1(0.8).
In each case, we introduce 10 variables with di"erent population
means in the two groups, by setting * “ 0.8 for those variables,
with the remaining * values equal to zero. The ideal Q-Q plot
would follow the diagonal except at the upper end of the range,
as do our plug-in GLS test statistics. The t statistics (ignoring
dependence) are seen to be overly dispersed throughout the
range, and are less sensitive to the real e"ects.

$.#. Covariance Estimation for A

Figure 6 shows the relative Frobenius error in estimating A´1 as
n grows, for #xedm. The horizontal axis is n{pd logpmqq, scaled
so that the curves align, where d is the maximum node degree.
Because }A´1}F is of order

?
m, the vertical axis essentially dis-

plays } pA´1 ´ A´1}F{?
m. For estimating A´1, the rate of con-

vergence is of order
a
logpmq{n. For each of the three popula-

tion structures, accuracy increases with respect to n.

%. Genomic Study of Ulcerative Colitis

Ulcerative colitis (UC) is a chronic form of in!ammatory bowel
disease (IBD), resulting from inappropriate immune cell in#l-
tration of the colon. As part of an e"ort to better understand
the molecular pathology of UC, Lepage et al. (2011) reported
on a study of mRNA expression in biopsy samples of the colon
mucosal epithelium, with the aim of being able to identify gene

transcripts that are di"erentially expressed between people
with UC and healthy controls. The study subjects were dis-
cordant identical twins, that is, monozygotic twins such that
one twin has UC and the other does not. This allows us to
simultaneously explore dependences among samples (both
within and between twins), dependences among genes, and
mean di"erences between the UC and non-UC subjects. The
dataset is available on the Gene Expression Omnibus, GEO
accession GDS4519 (Edgar, Domrachev, and Lash 2002).

The data consist of 10 discordant twin pairs, for a total
of 20 subjects. Each subject’s biopsy sample was assayed for
mRNA expression, using the A"ymetrix UG 133 Plus 2.0 array,
which has 54,675 distinct transcripts. Previous analyses of this
data did not consider twin correlations or unanticipated non-
twin correlations, and used very di"erent methodology (e.g.,
Wilcoxon testing). Roughly 70 genes were found to be di"er-
entially expressed (Lepage et al. 2011).

We applied our Algorithm 2 to the UC genomics data as
follows. First we selected the 2000 most variable genes based
on marginal variance and then rescaled each gene to have unit
marginal variance. We then applied Step 1 of Algorithm 2, set-
ting / “ 0.1 « 0.5p

b
logpmq

m ` 3
n q, with m “ 2000 and n “ 20.

For Step 2 of the algorithm, we ranked the estimated mean
di"erences, group centered the top ten, and globally centered
the remaining genes. We then re-calculated the Gram matrix
SB using the centered data. In Step 3, following the Gemini
approach, we applied the GLasso to SB using a regularization
parameter / « 0.25p

a
logpmq{m ` 3{nq. We obtain estimated

di"erences in means and test statistics via Steps 4 through 6.
A natural analysis of these data usingmore standardmethods

would be a paired t-test for each mRNA transcript (paired by
twin pair). Such an approach is optimized for the situationwhere
there is a constant level of correlationwithin all of the twin pairs,
with no non twin correlations. However as in Efron (2009), we
wish to accommodate unexpected correlations, which in this
case would be correlations between non-twin subjects or a lack
of correlation between twin subjects. Our approach, developed
in Section 2, does not require pre-speci#cation or parameteriza-
tion of the dependence structure, thus we were able to consider
twin and non-twin correlations simultaneously. Lepage et al.
noted that UC has lower heritability than other forms of IBD.
If UC has a relatively stronger environmental component, this
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Figure '. Estimated person-person correlation matrix and its inverse, estimated using the %""" genes with largest marginal variance.

could explain the pattern of correlations that we uncovered,
as shown in Figure 7. The samples are ordered so that twins
are adjacent, corresponding to 2-by-2 diagonal blocks. The
penalized inverse sample correlation matrix contains nonzero
entries both within twin pairs and between twin pairs.

To also handle these unexpected nontwin correlations, we
performed testing using Algorithm 2. We found only a small
amount of evidence for di"erential gene expression between
the UC and non-UC subjects. Four of the adjusted p-values fell
below a threshold of 0.1, using the Benjamini-Hochberg adjust-
ment; that is, four genes satis#ed 2000pppiq{i $ 0.1, where pppiq is
the ith order statistic of the p-values calculated using Algorithm
2, for i “ 1, . . . , 2000. Based on our theoretical and simulation
work showing that our procedure can successfully recover
and accommodate dependence among samples, we argue that
this is a more meaningful representation of the evidence in
the data for di"erential expression compared to methods that
do not adapt to dependence among samples. Speci#cally, in
Section 5.1 we demonstrate that our test statistics are properly
calibrated and as a result have weaker (but more accurate)
evidence for di"erential expression results. Below we argue that
the sample-wise correlations detected by our approach would
be expected to arti#cially in!ate the evidence for di"erential
expression.

&.!. Calibration of Test Statistics

As noted above, based on the test statistics produced by
Algorithm 2, we #nd evidence for only a small number of
genes being di"erentially expressed. This conclusion, however,
depends on the test statistics conforming to the claimed null

distribution whenever the group-wise means are equal. In this
section, we consider this issue in more detail.

The #rst plot of Figure 8 compares the empirical quantiles
of3´1pTjq to the corresponding quantiles of a standard normal
distribution, where3 is the standard normal cdf and the Tj ’s are
as de#ned in (32). Plots 2 and 3 show the same information for
successive non overlapping blocks of two thousand genes sorted
by marginal variance. Since this is a discordant twins study, we
also show results for the standard paired t statistics, pairing by
twin. In all cases, the paired and unpaired statistics aremore dis-
persed relative to the reference distribution. By contrast, the cen-
tral portion of the GLS test statistics coincide with the reference
line. Overdispersion of test statistics throughout their range is
often taken to be evidence of miscalibration (Devlin and Roeder
1999). In this setting, the GLS statistics are calibrated correctly
under the null hypothesis, but the paired and unpaired t statis-
tics are not.

&.". Stability of Gene Sets

The motivation of our Algorithm 2 is that in many practical set-
tings a relatively small fraction of variables may have di"erential
means, and therefore it is advantageous to avoid centering vari-
ables presenting no evidence of a strong mean di"erence. Here,
we assess the stability of the estimated mean di"erences as we
vary the number of group centered genes in Algorithm 2. To do
so, we successively group center fewer genes, globally centering
the remaining genes.

The iterative process is as follows. Let pB´1
piq P Rnˆn denote the

estimate of B´1 at iteration i, let p)piq P R2ˆm denote the esti-
mates of the group means ) on the ith iteration, let p*piq P Rm

Figure (. Quantile plots of test statistics for three disjoint gene sets, each consisting of %""" genes. The genes are partitioned based on marginal variance. GLS statistics
are taken from Step ' of Algorithm %; in Step %, the !" genes with greatest mean di+erences are selected for group centering.
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Table ". Each iteration k of the algorithm produces a ranking of all %""" genes. For
the top ten genes on each iteration, entry pi, jq of the table shows the number of
genes in common in iterations i and j of the algorithm. Note that the maximum
possible value for any entry of the table is !"; if entry pi, jq is !", then iterations i and
j selected the same top ten genes.

! % , & ' $ ) # (

! !" !" ) ' ' , , , ,
% !" !" ) ' ' , , , ,
, ) ) !" $ ' , , , ,
& ' ' $ !" # ' ' ' '
' ' ' ' # !" ) ) ) )
$ , , , ' ) !" !" !" !"
) , , , ' ) !" !" !" !"
# , , , ' ) !" !" !" !"
( , , , ' ) !" !" !" !"

denote the vector of di"erences in group means between the
two groups, and let pµpiq P Rm denote vector of global mean esti-
mates. Let pµpB´1q P Rm denote the result of applying GLS with
design matrix D “ 1n to estimate the global means.

Initialize p)p1q, pµp1q and p*p1q using the sample means. On the
ith iteration,

1. Rank the genes according to |p*pi´1q|. Center the high-
est ranked n1

i genes around p)pi´1q. Center the remaining
genes around pµpi´1q.

2. Obtain pB´1
piq by applying GLasso to the centered data

matrix from Step 1.
3. Set p)piq “ p)ppB´1

piq q, pµpiq “ pµppB´1
piq q, and p*piq “

p1, ´1qp)piq.
We assess the stability of the mean estimates by compar-

ing the rankings of the genes across iterations of the algorithm.
Table 2 displays the number of genes in common out of the top
ten genes on each pair of iterations of the algorithm. For exam-
ple, three genes ranked in the top ten on the #rst iteration of the
algorithm are also ranked in the top ten on the last iteration. Iter-
ations six through nine produce the same ranking of the top ten
genes. Three genes are ranked among the top ten on every itera-
tion of the algorithm:DPP10-AS1, OLFM4, and PTN.Web Sup-
plement Table S1 shows simulations con#rming these results.

&.#. Stability Analysis

Table 3 shows the number of genes that fall below an FDR
threshold of 0.1 on each iteration, for several values of the
GLasso penalty /. The number of genes below the threshold is
more sensitive to the number of group-centered genes than to
the GLasso penalty parameter. This is consistent with the #rst
plot of Web Supplement Figure S2a where the design e"ect (in

Table #. For the algorithm, this table shows the number of genes that are significant
at an FDR level of ".! on each iteration of the algorithm, for di+erent values of the
GLasso penalty /. The top row shows the number of genes group centered on each
iteration.

n.group %""" !"%& '!% %'$ !%# $& ,% !$ #

/ “ '.$ !""$ (!, ,%) !& , ! ! ! !
/ “ '.% #$' #"$ %$% % ! ! ! ! "
/ “ '.) ))# )#( ,", , ! ! " " "
/ “ '.( )"$ ))& &'% , ! " " " "
/ “ '.* $') )'! '#) !( ! ! " " "
/ “ '.& $%# $(( &(, ," ! ! ! ! !

the denominator of the test statistics) is likewise more sensi-
tive to the number of group centered genes than to the GLasso
penalty. When fewer than 128 genes are group centered, the
number of genes below an FDR threshold of 0.1 is stable across
the penalty parameters from / “ 0.1 to / “ 0.8.

&. Conclusion

It has long been known that heteroscedasticity and depen-
dence between observations impacts the precision and degree
of uncertainty for estimates of mean values and regression
coe$cients. Further, data that are modeled for convenience
as being independent observations may in fact show unan-
ticipated dependence (Kruskal 1988). This has motivated the
development of numerous statistical methods, including gener-
alized/weighted least squares (GLS/WLS), mixed e"ect models,
and generalized estimating equations (GEE). Our approach
utilizes recent advances in high dimensional statistics to per-
mit estimation of an inter-observation dependence structure
(re!ected in the matrix B in our model). Like GLS/GEE, we
use an approach that alternates between mean and covariance
estimation, but limit it in Algorithm 1 to amean estimation step,
followed by a covariance update, followed by a mean update,
with an additional covariance and mean update if Algorithm 2
is used. We provide convergence guarantees and rates for both
algorithms.

Estimation of dependence or covariance structures usually
requires some form of replication, and/or strong models. We
require a relativelyweak formof replication and a relativelyweak
model. In our framework, the dependence among observations
must be common (up to proportionality) across a set of “quasi-
replicates” (the columns of X , or the genes in our UC example).
These quasi-replicates may be statistically dependent, and may
have di"erent means. We also require the precision matrices for
the dependence structures to be sparse, which is a commonly
used condition in recent high-dimensional analyses.

In addition to providing theoretical guarantees, we also
show through simulations and a genomic data analysis that the
approach improves estimation accuracy for the mean structure,
and appears to mitigate test statistic overdispersion, leading
to test statistics that do not require post-hoc correction. The
latter observation suggests that undetected dependence among
observations may be one reason that genomic analyses are
sometimes less reproducible than traditional statistical methods
would suggest, an observation made previously by Efron (2009)
and others.

Although our theoretical analysis guarantees the conver-
gence of our procedure even with a single observation of the
random matrix X, there are reasons to expect this estimation
problem to be fundamentally challenging. One reason for this as
pointed out by Efron (2009) and subsequently explored by Zhou
(2014), is that the row-wise and column-wise dependence struc-
tures are somewhat non-orthogonal, in that row-dependence
can “leak” into the estimates of column-wise dependence, and
vice-versa. Our results suggest that while row-wise correlations
make itmore di$cult to estimate column-wise correlations (and
vice-versa), when the emphasis is onmean structure estimation,
even a somewhat rough estimate of the dependence structure
(B) can substantially improve estimation and inference.
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